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A. Algorithm Summary
The training procedure of our method is summarized in

Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Training Procedure with Sparse Or-
thogonal Annotation on Tiny Fraction of Volumes

For * steps: repeat at once by exchanging a and b.
Input: Training images {Xi|i ≤ N}
Orthogonal annotations {Yi : (Y

mi
ia , Y ni

ib )|i ≤ l}
Output: Segmentation modelsMseg·a,Mseg·b

1 //pseudo label generation
2 for i ∈ [1, l] do
3 *pseudo label Ŷia ←Mreg(Xi, Y

mi
ia )

4 *pseudo label Ỹia ← LabelMix(Ŷia, Yi)

5 end
6 //initialization
7 Cross-supervision weight λ← 0
8 Decay rate α← 0.95
9 Generating weight map Wa and Wb with α

10 //model training
11 while not converged do
12 foreach Xi in minibatch do
13 *Pia, P̄ia, Mun·a ←Mseg·a(Xi)
14 if i ≤ l then
15 *Lsup·a ← Lsup(Pia, Ỹia,Wa)
16 else
17 *Lcross·a ← Lcross(Pia, P̄ib,Mun·b)
18 end
19 end
20 *La ← (1− λ)Lsup·a + λLcross·a
21 //dense to sparse
22 Update decay rate α, weight map Wa,Wb

23 Update cross-supervision weight λ
24 UpdateMseg·a,Mseg·b
25 end

B. Detailed Settings of Experiments in Sec. 3.2
This section provides detailed settings of three experi-

ments in Sec. 3.2 in order.

Setting 1. The V-Net [5] model is trained with 100 fully
annotated volumes. The features are extracted from the
layer before classification layer. The parallel slices are from
transverse plane, the orthogonal slices are from transverse
plane and coronal plane. As the input volumes are cropped
into 112 × 112 × 80, the serial numbers for slices in trans-
verse plane are randomly sampled from [1,80] and the serial
numbers for slices in coronal plane are randomly sampled
from [1,112], respectively. The results reported in Figure
3 of the main paper are the average HSIC [4] value of the
slices selected from 100 volumes.

Setting 2. We randomly sample three slice serial number
st1 , st2 and sc. And the labeled slices to train models t1, t2
and c are the st1

th slice from transverse plane, st2
th slice

from transverse plane and sc
th slice from coronal plane, re-

spectively. The illustration in Figure 4 of the main paper is
generated when st1 = 43, st2 = 53 and sc = 70. And as
long as the slices selected from transverse planes do not sep-
arate too far, the property illustrated in Figure 4 still holds.

Setting 3. The models in this part are trained with 8 vol-
umes where only two slices are labeled in each volume. The
serial numbers for slices in transverse plane are randomly
sampled from [1,88], and the serial numbers for slices in
coronal plane are randomly sampled from [1,132].

C. Monitoring of the Dice Coefficient on
KiTS19 Dataset

To better illustrate 1) the effectiveness of our method
in achieving stable and continuous improvement through
the whole training process and 2) the difficulty of directly
learning from sparse annotations, we save the intermediate
models trained in Sec. 4.3 (MT [7], CPS [1], CTBCT [3],
CoraNet [6] trained in Sparse setting and Ours) every 100
iterations and test their performance. The experiment set-
ting has been introduced in Sec. 4.2. We use KiTS19 [2]
dataset as an example and the result is shown in Figure 1.

As shown in Figure 1, our method achieves stable
and continuous improvement, while other methods directly
learning from sparse annotations suffer extremely unstable
training and performance degradation in later stage. Also,
their peak performances are inferior to ours.
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Figure 1. The performance comparison between our method and
other methods (MT [7], CPS [1], CTBCT [3], CoraNet [6]) trained
in Sparse setting on KiTS19 [2] dataset.
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